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TERPSICHORE
Irina Dumitrescu

When Lady Philosophy finds Boethius mournfully composing
verse in prison, she immediately sets upon the poetic Muses
surrounding him. “Who has allowed these theatrical whores
(scenicas meretriculas) to approach this sick man?” she asks.
The Muses, according to Philosophy, do nothing to help the
invalid, playing upon his passions rather than nourishing his
reason. I heard, however, that a most passionate muse slipped
back between the bars when Philosophy wasn’t looking.
While writing my essay for this collection, I spent several
months immersing myself in the memoirs of Romanian political prisoners. There is almost nothing that could make a person want to dance less. Reading these texts made me internalize the overwhelming sense of entrapment prisoners felt,
even, sometimes, their paranoia. Though living in warm Texas,
within walking distance of four supermarkets, I couldn’t help
but imagine the cold and hunger that gripped these prisoners,
kept them frozen like stones. In the harsher prisons, inmates
were forced to maintain a single position, facing the door, at
all times, so as to be permanently under supervision. Even
when sleeping, they were not allowed to turn their faces to
the wall, an insidious rehearsal that deprived them of any real
rest.
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Imagine, then, my surprise, when one of the muses snuck
in. Actually, many muses haunted these forbidding prisons,
hiding sprite-like in pockets and under chamber pots. But I
am thinking of the most audacious one: Terpsichore.
It is a day in the late 1940s.1 A group of men in their late
teens and early twenties have been imprisoned and accused of
fomenting against the Revolution. It is important to note that
they have little understanding of the political events around
them, live in a village in the far northern end of Romania,
and are much more concerned with hiding their passionate
crushes on girls in their high school than in impeding the
steady march towards a classless society. Gheorghe Andreica,
age seventeen, has found himself in a cell with the older, more
sophisticated Ion Ilban, age eighteen, and knowing that their
time together might be short, he decides to learn manners
from the worldly-wise Ion.
Gheorghe, nicknamed “Ghiță,” has a problem. He knows
how to do the country-dances, how to dance a “sârba” in a
circle, or to twirl a girl around and around until “her heels
sizzle.” But until he learns what the waltz, tango, and foxtrot
are, he’ll never be able to face polite society.
Maybe it was the youth and energy of these teenagers that
let the Muse know she was welcome, or maybe it was the fact
that they seemed ripe for the occult mysteries of two-stepsback-and-one-to-the-side. But she slipped into the cell, and
soon enough, the eighteen-year-old Ion was dancing alone
with his arms wide open, and Ghiță was following right along.
Ion taught Ghiță to move slowly and gracefully, “like the sea’s
waves when the afternoon breeze caresses them.” When
Ion explained that the dancing couple should keep a decent
distance between their bodies, Ghiță confessed his ulterior
motives: “I’ve seen that—with the tango most of all—the
partners are very close. Man, most of them clasp their hands
between their chests. Each one can feel the other’s heart
1

Gheorghe Andreica, “Cu ghiozdanul la închisoare,” in Memoria
închisorii Sighet, ed. Romulus Rusan (Bucharest: Fundația Academia Civică, 1999), 7–104, at 39–43.
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beating with the back of the hand. This is what tempts me
the most.”
And so the scenica meretricula Terpsichore made herself
known. Poor Ion had a tough time explaining to Ghiță that
one really has to let the girl make the first move, that this
happens later at night, and that she knows perfectly well
where her heart is. Ghiță complained that if the girl’s mother
takes her home early, he’s lost an evening for nothing. Ion
promised him he would win double of whatever he lost that
night, leaving the precise nature of the winnings tantalizingly
vague. His lesson learned, Ghiță declared himself a Doctor of
Elegant Manners.
Did you remember that they’re in prison?
Terpsichore has a special way with memory, and with time
as well. When I first learned to tango, our instructor taught
us to imagine that every song was the last time we would
ever dance with that particular partner. The tango Ghiță was
dreaming of has always been a space apart from time, and
a fantasy of the end of time. This is the last three minutes we’ll
ever have, one must think, even while a remarkable quality
of breath or a heavy shoe on one’s foot gives this affirmation
the lie.
Terpsichore teaches absorption, an attention to physical
technique that erases the world outside studio, ballroom, or
cell. When dancing, we enter the realm of the physical, an
area beyond ideology or even bare thought. Memory works its
way through muscles rather than mind, surprising the dancer
with unwitting revelations. The rhythm that was out of reach
during lessons happens spontaneously in the stairwell, the
muscle that was uncontrollable in class submits when the
dancer is waiting for the streetlight to change. As sexy as
Terpsichore may be (and she did once allow Rita Hayworth to
play her in a movie, after all), Ghiță’s fantasy is about more
than an erotic connection to a hypothetical village girl. He
dreams of existence beyond space and prisons and politics.
He dreams of an eternal and constant beat, felt, as if accidentally, through the back of his hand.

CONTRIBUTORS

Inspired by Denis Ferhatović’s essay, we asked the contributors to
name one or more books they would never burn, even for fuel.

Tim Albrecht is a research associate at the Zentrum für
Literatur- und Kulturforschung in Berlin, Germany. He holds a
PhD in German literature from Columbia University and has
articles forthcoming on Austrian authors Franz Grillparzer
and Heimito von Doderer. He is currently working on a book
on trust and international law in German literature in the
early 1800s. He would never burn James Baldwin’s Another
Country and Norman Lebrecht’s Companion to 20th Century
Music for fuel.

Carla Baricz is a PhD candidate in the English Department
at Yale University. She is the assistant editor and translator of
Romanian Writers on Writing (Trinity University Press, 2011).
Her stand-alone translations have been published in World
Literature Today, National Translation Month, The Fifth Impossibility: Essays On Exile and Language, and her essays and reviews
have appeared in Words Without Borders, The Los Angeles Review
of Books, Observator Cultural, and Magyar Lettre Internationale.
She is the author of the chapbook Timp Rotitor (Iaşi: Junimea,
2001) and of recent poems in Foothill, Euphony, Scrisul Romanesc,
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Apostrof, and Alpha. Carla is currently preparing a translation
and critical edition of Ion Budai-Deleanu’s Ţiganiada, Romania’s earliest known epic. One book that she would never
burn is Thomas Mann’s Der Zauberberg.

Greg Alan Brownderville, a native of Pumpkin Bend,
Arkansas, is the author of Gust: Poems (Northwestern University Press/TriQuarterly, 2011) and Deep Down in the Delta:
Folktales and Poems (Butler Center Books, 2012). His literary
honors include awards from the Sewanee Writers’ Conference, the Missouri Review, the University of Nebraska, the Porter Fund, and New Millennium Writings. Brownderville holds an
MFA from Ole Miss, and is currently an associate professor in
the creative writing program at Southern Methodist University in Dallas, Texas. The book he would not burn is the King
James Bible.
William Coker is an Assistant Professor in the Program
in Cultures, Civilizations and Ideas at Bilkent University in
Ankara, Turkey, where he has taught courses in literature and
intellectual history since 2008. Having received his PhD in
Comparative Literature from Yale in 2010 for a thesis on the
theory and practice of mimesis in romantic poetics, he has
published articles on Keats, Hegel, Jean Paul and Rousseau
in Comparative Literature and Eighteenth-Century Fiction, and
chaired the organizing committee for an international conference on “Alternative Enlightenments,” held at Bilkent in
April 2013. An avid observer of the Turkish and Middle Eastern scene, he has published political commentary on several
web-based platforms including Open Democracy and Solidarity,
as well as LeftEast, on whose editorial board he serves.

Andrew Crabtree lives in Winnipeg, Canada, in a small
apartment where it’s always summer. When not teaching living languages (or studying dead ones), he is often found with
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his nose in a book, and would sooner succumb to the ravages
of Canadian winter than burn any of them.

Cara De Silva is a writer, award-winning journalist, scholar
(member of the National Coalition of Independent Scholars), lecturer on the topics of food, food history, culture,
ethnicity, New York, and Venice. For over a decade, she wrote
for Newsday/ New York Newsday, where her specialty was ethnic New York. She edited In Memory’s Kitchen: A Legacy from the
Women of Terezín, which became one of the New York Times’s
noteworthy books of the year and a New York Times and Publishers Weekly bestseller. Her recent essays can be found in
Savoring Gotham (Oxford, 2015), Words: A Norton Anthology
of Food Writing (Norton, 2015), and the Oxford Companion to
Sugar and Sweets (Oxford, 2015). Other articles have appeared
in the New York Times, the Washington Post, Gastronomica, and
Saveur. Her current project is a book on sixteenth century
Venice, and she continues to research and lecture on “War and
the Food of Dreams.” There are hundreds of books she would
want to save for humanity (and herself) if the last copies were
to be burned. But among the dearest and most precious to
her are Sir Thomas Malory’s Le Morte D’Arthur; The Collected
Works of W. B. Yeats; and P. L. Travers’ Mary Poppins, a book
that has dazzling meaning, breadth, purpose, and value far
beyond what the Disney film has reduced it to in the popular
mind.
Irina Dumitrescu teaches medieval literature at the University of Bonn, and writes on literature, food, immigration, and
dance. Her scholarly essays have appeared in PMLA, Anglia,
Exemplaria, Forum for Modern Language Studies, and in various
collections. Her belletristic writing has appeared in The Yale
Review, The Southwest Review, and Petits Propos Culinaires. She
blogs about dance at atisheh.com and about culinary disasters at foodgonewrong.com. The two books she needs to live
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are The Poetical Works of Byron and Penguin Modern Poets 10: The
Mersey Sound.

Denis Ferhatović currently works as an Assistant Professor
of English at Connecticut College in New London, CT. He has
published scholarly articles in Neophilologus, Studies in Philology,
and Forum for Modern Language Study, and delivered talks in the
US, Western Europe, Turkey, and the Balkans. He would never
burn Светoт, мојот брат (“The World My Brother”), a collection of poems by Liljana Dirjan.

Susannah Hollister recently returned to the Hudson Valley
after teaching as Lecturer and ACLS New Faculty Fellow in
the University of Texas system. Her work on poetics, geography, and social feeling has appeared in Twentieth-Century Literature, Contemporary Literature, Chicago Review, Bat City Review,
and elsewhere. With Emily Setina, she edited Gertrude
Stein’s Stanzas in Meditation: The Corrected Edition (Yale, 2012).
Her first literary love was W. B. Yeats, whose poems she could
never burn.

Prashant Keshavmurthy is Assistant Professor of Persian
Studies in the Institute of Islamic Studies, McGill University.
He is the author of Persian Authorship and Canonicity in Late
Mughal Delhi: Building an Ark (Routledge, 2016). He spends
his days looking for real toads in his imaginary rose garden
of Classical Persian and Urdu literature. If abandoned on a
deserted island with the choice of only one book, he would
choose to bring Abdul Qadir Bedil’s three-volume Divan or
collection of poems whose heft would ensure enough dense
poetry would be left over to read after culling it for fire-fuel.

Sharon Portnoff is Associate Professor of Religious Studies
at Connecticut College. She holds degrees from St. John’s College (Annapolis), Harvard University, and the Jewish Theological Seminary. She is the author of Reason and Revelation
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Before Historicism: Strauss and Fackenheim (University of Toronto
Press, 2011) and co-editor of The Companionship of Books: Essays
in Honor of Laurence Berns (Lexington Books, 2012) and Emil L.
Fackenheim: Philosopher, Theologian, Jew (Brill, 2007). Her most
recent articles are “‘Not in Our Stars’: Primo Levi’s ‘Reveille’
and Dante’s Purgatorio” (Idealistic Studies) and “Reenacted
Humanism: If This is a Man and Primo Levi’s ‘New Bible’” (The
Value of the Particular: Lessons from Judaism and the Modern Jewish
Experience). Her poems have appeared in Midstream and The
Poetry Porch (www.poetryporch.com).

Anand Vivek Taneja is Assistant Professor in the Department of Religious Studies at Vanderbilt University. He
received his PhD in Anthropology from Columbia University in 2013. His research and teaching interests include the
anthropology of religion, historical and contemporary Islam
and inter-faith relations in South Asia, everyday life and
postcolonial urbanism, Urdu literature, and Bombay cinema.
His peer-reviewed articles have been published in the Indian
Economic and Social History Review, HAU: Journal of Ethnographic
Theory and Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa and the Middle East. His other writings have appeared in Seminar, The Sarai
Reader, Economic and Political Weekly, The Indian Quarterly, and
on the blogs Chapati Mystery and Kafila. He is currently working on a book on time, Islam, and enchantment in the medieval ruins of Delhi. One book he would never burn is Walter
Benjamin’s Illuminations.

Judith Verweijen is a researcher at the Nordic Africa Institute, Sweden, and the Conflict Research Group at Ghent
University, Belgium. She specializes in the study of civilianmilitary interactions, processes of militarization, and the
internal workings of state and non-state armed forces in
the Kivu provinces of the eastern DR Congo. She has conducted extensive field research in this area since 2010, including among various army units and rebel groups. Recent
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publications include articles on rebel-military integration
(African Affairs, 2013), military economic involvement (Review
of African Political Economy, 2013), and military interference in
disputes between civilians (Third World Quarterly, 2014). Due
to her drift for exploration, she would always save from being
burnt the one book she has not yet read.

Cultural studies / humanities

RUMBA UNDER FIRE

THE ARTS OF SURVIVAL FROM WEST POINT TO DELHI
A professor of poetry uses a deck of playing cards to
measure the time until her lover returns from Afghanistan.
Congolese soldiers find their loneliness reflected in the
lyrics of rumba songs. Survivors of the siege of Sarajevo
discuss which book they would have never burned for fuel.
A Romanian political prisoner writes her memoir in her
head, a book no one will ever read. These are the arts of
survival in times of crisis.
RUMBA UNDER FIRE proposes we think differently about
what it means for the arts and liberal arts to be “in crisis.”
The contributors are literary scholars, anthropologists, and
poets, covering a broad geographic range — from Turkey
to the United States, from Bosnia to the Congo. In prose
and poetry, they explore what it means to do art in hard
times. How do people teach, create, study, and rehearse in
situations of political crisis? Can art and intellectual work
really function as resistance to power? What relationship
do scholars, journalists, or even memoirists have to the
crises they describe and explain? How do works created in
crisis, especially at the extremes of human endurance, fit
into our theories of knowledge and creativity?
RUMBA UNDER FIRE includes essays, poetry and interviews by
Tim Albrecht, Carla Baricz, Greg Brownderville, William Coker,
Andrew Crabtree, Cara De Silva, Irina Dumitrescu, Denis Ferhatović,
Susannah Hollister, Prashant Keshavmurthy, Sharon Portnoff,
Anand Taneja, and Judith Verweijen.
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